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STEVEN TOSCHER

STEVEN TOSCHER specializes in civil and criminal tax controversy and litigation.  

He is a Certified Tax Specialist in Taxation, the State Bar of California Board of 

Legal Specialization, a Fellow of the American College of Tax Counsel and has 

received an “AV” rating from Martindale Hubbell. In addition to his law practice, 

Mr. Toscher has served as an Adjunct Professor at the USC Marshall  School of 

Business since 1995, where he teaches tax procedure.  He has also served on the 

faculty of the American Bar Association Criminal Tax Fraud Program since 1998.  

He is a former Internal Revenue Agent with the Internal Revenue Service and a 

trial attorney with the Tax Division of the United States Department of Justice in 

Washington where he received its Outstanding Attorney Award.

Mr. Toscher is past-Chair of the Taxation Section of the Los Angeles County Bar 

Association and served as a member of the Editorial Board for the Los Angeles 

Lawyer during 1996-1999.  He is a member of the Accounting and Tax Advisory 

Board of California State University, Los Angeles, Office of Continuing Education. 

Mr. Toscher was the 2018 recipient of the Joanne M. Garvey Award. The award is 

given annually to recognize lifetime achievement and outstanding contributions 

to the field of tax law by a senior member of the California tax bar. 6



MICHEL STEIN

MICHEL R. STEIN is a principal at Hochman Salkin Toscher Perez, specializing 

in controversies, as well as tax planning for individuals, businesses and 

corporations. For more than 20 years, he has represented individuals with 

sensitive issue civil tax examinations where substantial penalty issues may 

arise, and extensively advised individuals on foreign and domestic voluntary 

disclosures regarding foreign account and asset compliance matters.

Throughout his career, Mr. Stein has represented thousands of individual, 

business and corporate taxpayers involved in civil examinations and 

administrative appeals, tax collection matters as well as with possible 

assertions of fraudulent conduct and in defending criminal tax investigations 

and prosecutions at every administrative level within the IRS.  He has litigated 

tax cases in the U.S. Tax Court, the U.S. District Court, and various U.S. Circuit 

Courts of Appeal. He continues to provide tax advice to taxpayer’s and their 

advisors around the world.

Mr. Stein is a frequent lecturer at national and regional conferences on topics 

including cryptocurrency, sensitive tax compliance issues, IRS examinations, 

International tax issues, State and Federal worker classification issues, etc. 
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THOMAS GIORDANO-LASCARI

Thomas Giordano-Lascari is a partner with the firm.
Thomas’s practice focuses primarily on advising high net
worth individuals and closely held businesses in connection
with international income tax and estate planning issues. A
significant portion of Thomas’s practice involves advising
global families with respect to structuring and reorganizing
multinational businesses to minimize worldwide
taxes. Thomas also regularly advises clients regarding pre-
immigration planning, foreign investment in the United
States, U.S. residency planning and management, and
expatriation planning.

Thomas regularly advises foreign fiduciaries regarding
foreign trusts with U.S. beneficiaries and grantors, including
advice regarding compliance obligations and tax
consequences. Thomas also advises U.S. beneficiaries and
grantors of foreign trusts of their compliance obligations
and the tax consequences of their relationship with the trust.
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ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS 
TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, 
MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are subject to 
change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be determined through 

consultation with your tax adviser.

Nothing in this presentation should be construed to constitute investment advice, tax advice or 
securities advice in any way or manner. 

NOTICE
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IRS Overview, Environment, 
Enforcement

11



IRS Enforcement (Pre-COVID-19)
• IRS Commissioner

• Former Practitioner
• Speech at AICPA National Tax Conf.

• Respect for Both Sides / Transparency
• Enforcement (Attend Sentencings)
• Traditional Tax Crimes
• Informal Guidance
• Working on TCJA Guidance
• Identify Theft
• Crypto Currency Warning
• Technology

• Subsequent Guidance Areas
• People First
• COVID-19 Relief FAQs
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IRS Environment / Enforcement 
Post-COVID-19

• IRS Relationship with Congress and Budget
• $1 Trillion Tax Gap?  Compare to $441 billion in 2020 TIGTA report.
• Democrat Controlled House, Senate (formerly Republican Senate)

• 2019 Shutdown
• 2020 COVID-19
• 2019 Record IRS Collections / 2020 Record Administration of COVID-19 Relief
• Investigations/Examinations from TCJA, Taxpayers First Act, CAREs Act, Other 

COVID-19 Relief
• Reversal of trends in Budget / Morale / Attrition?

• IR-2019-77 – Announcement of multi-year plan to:
• Update, modernize IT systems
• Effort focused on improved taxpayer services

 Expanded cybersecurity and taxpayer data protections
13



Audit Rates, 2010 vs. 2018**

Source: U.S. Department of Treasury, The American Families Plan 
Tax Agenda, May 2021 (citing IRS Statistics of Income Databook)

**Note:  2018 Audit Cycle is not completed 14



Executive Leadership / New Organization 
Structure

• Commissioner, Internal Revenue — Charles P. Rettig

− Chief of Staff — Kevin Q. McIver
• Specialized Units Reporting to Commissioner

− IRS Chief Counsel — William M. Paul*
o The IRS Chief Counsel also reports to the Treasury General Counsel on certain matters.

− Taxpayer Advocate Service — Erin M. Collins, National Taxpayer Advocate
− Appeals — Andy Keyso, Chief of Independent Office of Appeals

• Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement (Sunita Lough)
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Executive Leadership / New Organization 
Structure

• Deputy Commissioner for Services and Enforcement — Sunita Lough (reports to 
Commissioner and oversees divisions)

• LB&I Division — Douglas O'Donnell, Commissioner
• Small Business/Self Employed Division

− Darren Guillot, Commissioner, Collection
− De Lon Harris, Commissioner, Examination

• Wage and Investment Division — Ken Corbin, Commissioner
• Tax Exempt and Government Entities Division — Edward T. Killen, Commissioner (acting)
• Criminal Investigation — James C. Lee, Chief
• Return Preparer Office — Carol Campbell, Director
• Office of Professional Responsibility — Sharyn Fisk, Director 
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT
PROCEDURES

• Expanded use of soft notices and other non-audit contacts (i.e. Letter 6336 
for Microcaptive insurance transactions)

• Aggressively target areas of significant risk
• Enhanced coordination with treaty partners and international organizations 
• All LB&I Counsel lawyers have been trained in the fundamentals of 

international taxation
• Revise & enhance case selection procedures to better identify high-risk 

transactions
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CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

• Continue focus on corporations, high-income individuals, business income, 
and flow-through entities (including GHW audits)

• LB&I teaming up with SBSE to increase coverage of high-income people 
Implement a comprehensive non-filer program.

• Increase criminal investigations of existing and emerging high-risk areas.

• Identify & pursue promoters of tax schemes.

18



CURRENT IRS ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

• Identify & pursue misuse of tax-exempt organizations
• Develop & implement a coordinated preparer plan across the IRS 

and preparer community
• Diligently administer a system of preparer sanctions
• Leverage research to identify areas of abuse and non-compliance by 

return preparers

19



Exit Tax for Expatriates
20



Colloquial v. Technical
• The United States, uniquely, fully taxes its citizens on their worldwide 

income irrespective of residence or domicile
− This applies to green card holders with certain exceptions (e.g., application of a 

tax treaty not available to citizens)
• The term expatriate may refer to a US citizen or green card holder 

working and living in another country, or it may refer to someone who 
has formally taken steps to be defined as an “expatriate” under the 
Internal Revenue Code.
− The US tax obligations, though, of the two are vastly different
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US Citizen or Green Card Holder Living 
Abroad

• US citizens:
• Subject to tax on and reporting of worldwide income regardless of physical residence

• US green card holders:
• Subject to tax on and reporting of worldwide income regardless of physical residence, but may take advantage 

of income tax treaties to be treated as nonresident (assuming benefits of treaty available under the 
circumstance).
− So-called “treaty non-residents” may still have requirements to file certain US international information 

returns and FBARs
• Thus, leaving the United States generally does not alter filing requirements, other than potentially 

extending due dates and providing certain exclusions (e.g., foreign earned income exclusion)
• This is a huge area of confusion particularly for US green card holders who return to their country 

of birth often resulting in significant non-compliance
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“Expatriates”

• Expatriate is defined in IRC § 877A(g)(2):
• Any US citizen who relinquishes his citizenship
• Any “long-term resident” of the United States who ceases to be a lawful 

permanent resident of the United States (within the meaning of IRC §
7701(b)(6)

− Two requirements:  (1) must be “long-term resident”; and (2) must 
cease to be a lawful permanent resident of the United States as 
provided in IRC § 7701(b)(6)

23



“Expatriates” – Relinquishment of US 
Citizenship

• Relinquishment of US citizenship:
• Renounce nationality before a diplomatic or consular officer
• Furnishes to US dept of state signed statement of voluntary 

relinquishment
• The US dept of State issues a certificate of loss of nationality; or
• A US court cancels a naturalized citizen’s certificate of naturalization

24



“Expatriates” – Cease to be a Long-Term 
Resident

• First, another defined term – “long-term resident” has the meaning set forth in 
877(e)(2):

• 877(e)(2):  LTR means any individual who is a lawful permanent resident of the US in at least 8 
taxable years during the period of 15 taxable years ending with the taxable year during which the 
7701(b)(6) event takes place.  For purposes of the preceding sentence, an individual shall not be 
treated as a lawful permanent resident for any taxable year if such individual is treated as a resident 
of a foreign country for the taxable year under the provisions of a tax treaty between the US and 
the foreign country and does not waive the benefits of such treaty applicable to residents of the 
foreign country.

• Section 7701(b)(6) event
• An individual shall cease to be treated as a lawful permanent resident if such individual commences 

to be treated as a resident of a foreign country under the provisions of a tax treaty between the US 
and the foreign country, does not waive the benefits of such treaty applicable to the residents of 
the foreign country, and notifies the Secretary of the commencement of such treatment.

− Also likely applies if lawful permanent resident status is revoked or has been administratively or judicially determined to 
have been abandoned. 25



Consequences of Expatriation
• Is it enough to become an Expatriate to avoid US worldwide tax and reporting obligations?
• First, if the Expatriation is not done as described in the prior slides, it is not effective for US income tax purposes
• Second, must undertake an additional analysis to determine if “Covered Expatriate”

− Covered Expatriate:
o The average annual net income tax of the expatriate for a period of 5 years is greater than $124k
o The net worth of the expatriate is greater than $2M
 Gift tax valuation principles apply in ascribing value to an expatriate’s property.
 For purposes of this test, an individual is considered to own any interest in property that would be taxable as a gift if 

the individual transferred the interest prior to expatriation.
 Property includes money or other property, regardless of whether it produces income or gain.  Property includes 

the right to use property, such as a nonexclusive license to use property.
 Property included in trusts (non-grantor trusts) must be valued.

o The expatriate fails to certify under penalty of perjury that he/she is in compliance with IRC
 Form 8854 (thus, failure to file Form 8854 after an Expatriation event renders the taxpayer a Covered Expatriate

26



Consequences of Expatriation – Mark-to-
Market

• IRC § 877A(a)(1):  all property treated as sold for its fair market value and (a)(2) gain or loss is 
recognized in the taxable year of the sale.

• (a)(3) provides an exclusion for gain less than $600k, adjusted for inflation.  2018 figure is $713k
o Exclusion applies ratably across all of covered expatriate’s assets to prevent allocating to higher 

taxed gain
• There’s an election to defer tax, but interest is charged and security must be  provided.  Generally, 

not a good idea, but helpful if majority of covered expatriate’s assets are illiquid
• Certain property not included in the above:
• (c)(1) deferred compensation items; (c)(2) specified tax deferred account; and (c)(3) any interest in a 

nongrantor trust
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Post Expatriation
• Post expatriation, taxpayer is treated as a non-resident alien subject to US tax on US connected 

income
• Given prior connection to US, though, pay attention to special rule for capital gains:
• IRC § 865 generally provides that the source of capital gains is the residence of the seller

− For these purposes, US resident = any individual who:
o Is a US citizen or resident alien (as we learned those terms in the jurisdiction lecture) AND does 

not have a tax home (as defined in § 911) in a foreign country, OR
o Is a nonresident alien and has a tax home in the United States

• Thus, possible to have capital gains considered US source income as a nonresident alien if individual 
still maintains a tax home in the United States

− The effect of this is that if the nonresident alien is then present in the United States for 183 days or 
more, 30% tax will be imposed on those capital gains (see IRC § 871(a)(2))
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IRC § 965 Transition Tax
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Deemed Repatriation of Pre-2018 
Earnings

• One-time tax for the last taxable year beginning before January 1, 2018, applicable to any “United 
States shareholder” of CFCs and any foreign corporation if has at least one “US shareholder” that 
is a domestic C corporation (such corporations are known as deferred income foreign 
corporations (DFIC))

• To determine if US person is a US Shareholder, direct, indirect and constructive ownership rules 
are used

• Must include in income its pro rata share of the undistributed, non-previously-taxed post-1986 
foreign earnings of the foreign corporation, determined as of November 2, 2017 or as of 
December 31, 2017, whichever is higher, but only for time when foreign corporation was a 
“specified foreign corporation”

• For inclusion purposes, US Shareholder must be direct or indirect owner; constructive ownership 
not enough

• Tax is 15.5% (17.5% for non-corporate shareholders), to the extent of DFICs’ aggregate “cash 
position” and 8% (9.05% for non-corporate shareholders) for the balance. Foreign tax credit may 
be available, subject to allocation rules 31



Deemed Repatriation of Pre-2018 
Earnings (Cont.)

• Shareholder may elect to pay tax on mandatory inclusion over 8-year period (interest free), with 8% paid in 
each of the first five years, 15% in 6th year, 20% in 7th year, and 25% in 8th year

• Special deferral provision for S corporations
• Curiously, S corporation shareholder can defer start of 8-year period indefinitely until various events occur – election was 

due by due date of S corporation return without extensions 
• Acceleration of installment payments:
• If there is an addition to tax for failure to timely pay any installment required under this subsection, a liquidation or sale of 

substantially all the assets of the taxpayer (including in a title 11 or similar case), a cessation of business by the taxpayer,
or any similar circumstance, then the unpaid portion of all remaining installments shall be due on the date of such event 
(or in the case of a title 11 or similar case, the day before the petition is filed).

• Triggering events for S corp shareholders (causes payment of deferred tax):
• ceases to be an S corporation
• A liquidation or sale of substantially all the assets of such S corporation (including in a title 11 or similar case), a cessation 

of business by such S corporation, such S corporation ceases to exist, or any similar circumstance.
• A transfer of any share of stock in such S corporation by the taxpayer (including by reason of death, or otherwise).
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LB&I Active Campaigns 
Relevant to Expats

33



IRS Large Business & International Division (LB&I) 
Active Campaigns Relevant to Expats

• Expatriation of Individuals
• U.S. citizens and long-term residents (lawful permanent residents in eight out of the last 

15 taxable years) who expatriated on or after June 17, 2008, may not have met their 
filing requirements or tax obligations. The Internal Revenue Service will address 
noncompliance through a variety of treatment streams, including outreach, soft letters, 
and examination.

• Forms 3520/3520-A Non-Compliance and Campus Assessed Penalties
• This campaign will take a multifaceted approach to improving compliance with respect to 

the timely and accurate filing of information returns reporting ownership of and 
transactions with foreign trusts. The Service will address noncompliance through a 
variety of treatment streams PDF including, but not limited to, examinations and 
penalties assessed by the campus when the forms are received late or are incomplete.
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IRS Large Business & International Division (LB&I) 
Active Campaigns Relevant to Expats

• High Income Non-Filer
• U.S. citizens and resident aliens are subject to tax on worldwide income. This is true 

whether or not taxpayers receive a Form W-2 Wage and Tax Statement, a Form 1099 
(Information Return) or its foreign equivalents. Through an examination treatment stream, 
this campaign will concentrate on bringing into compliance those taxpayers who have not 
filed tax returns.

• Foreign Earned Income Exclusion Campaign
• Individuals who meet certain requirements may qualify for the foreign earned income 

exclusion and/or the foreign housing exclusion or deduction. This campaign addresses 
taxpayers who have claimed these benefits but do not meet the requirements. The Internal 
Revenue Service will address noncompliance through a variety of treatment streams, 
including examination.
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IRS Large Business & International Division (LB&I) 
Active Campaigns Relevant to Expats

• IRC Section 965 for Individuals
− Pursuant to the changes to IRC §965 under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, U.S. shareholders, including 

individuals, that directly or indirectly own at least 10% of the stock of a specified foreign corporation (SFC) 
are required to include in gross income their share of the SFC’s accumulated post-1986 deferred foreign 
income for the last taxable year of the SFC beginning before January 1, 2018, and report this amount on 
their returns for the taxable year in which or with which their SFC’s taxable year ends (generally, 2017 
and/or 2018). The Internal Revenue Service will address noncompliance through soft letters and 
examinations.

• Loose Filed Forms 5471
− Form 5471, Information Return of U.S. Persons With Respect to Certain Foreign Corporations, must be 

attached to an income tax return (or a partnership or exempt organization return, if applicable) and filed 
by the return’s due date including extensions. Some taxpayers are incorrectly filing Forms 5471 by sending 
the form to the IRS without attaching it to a tax return (or partnership or exempt organization return, if 
applicable).

If a Form 5471 is required to be filed and was not attached to an original return, an amended return with 
the Form 5471 attached should be filed. The goal of this campaign is to improve compliance with the 
requirement to attach a Form 5471 to an income tax, partnership or exempt organization return. 36



IRS Large Business & International Division (LB&I) 
Active Campaigns Relevant to Expats

• Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program (OVDP) Declines-Withdrawals Campaigns
− The Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program (OVDP) allows U.S. taxpayers to voluntarily 

resolve past non-compliance related to unreported offshore income and failure to file 
foreign information returns. This campaign addresses OVDP applicants who applied for pre-
clearance into the program but were either denied access to OVDP or withdrew from the 
program of their own accord. Taxpayers, who have yet to resolve their non-compliance and 
who meet the eligibility criteria, are encouraged to consider entering one of the offshore 
programs currently available. The IRS will address continued noncompliance through a 
variety of treatment streams including examination and letters PDF.
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Upcoming Audits of High-Income Filers?

• Expectation of several hundred examinations of high net worth taxpayers beginning by 
this fall

• Already seeing early 2019 examinations.
• LB&I and TEGE Commissioner statements in June, 2020 at NYU conference
• LB&I Comm’r Douglas O’Donnell and TEGE Comm’r, Tammy Ripperda at NYU Tax 

Controversy Forum.  Other top Executives as well.
• Coordination between LB&I, SBSE, TEGE, and potentially Criminal Investigation
• Description of enterprise level examinations, including tiered partnerships, retirement 

plans, private foundations.
• Increased Data Analytics 
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Internal Revenue Service
Operating Divisions

• Three examination/collection focuses:
• High Income Non-filers
• High income filers
• Global High Wealth

39



Global Focus

• IRS-2020-33, February 19, 2020
• Joints Chiefs of Global Tax Enforcement (J5)
• Combined analytical ability of 5 countries. 
• UK HM Revenue and Customs Department
• Increase in audits of high net worth individuals in UK

40



Advising Ex-Pats Before and 
After IRS Involvement
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OPTIONS FOR EX-PATS WITH 
UNDISCLOSED FOREIGN ASSETS

• Voluntary Disclosures – Post – September 28, 2018

• Standard Examination Procedures

• Streamlined Domestic Offshore Procedures

• Streamlined Foreign Offshore Procedures

• Delinquent FBAR Submission Procedures

• Delinquent International Information Return Submission Procedures

• Prospective Compliance Only
42



New Client (Previous Non-filer) 
Considerations

• Explanation of current year compliance obligations
• Explain different between tax payment and tax filing obligations
• Explain estimated payments vs. withholding
• Consideration of prior year compliance
• Consider client’s engagement of attorney and potential Kovel 

arrangement
o The IRS continues to mention cross referrals to CI.  

• Review of potential refunds, NOLs, or other attributes for prior 
years with no filings 
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Pre-IRS Notification Disclosure 
Considerations 
• IRS’s Voluntary Disclosure Practice – IRS Revamped In Nov. 2018 Memorandum
• Requirements

o Must file timely pre-clearance request (Form 14457) and be approved by CI
o Agree to file up to six years of original/amended returns
o Fraud penalty on highest income year (and FBAR penalty if applicable per IRM penalty 

guidelines) but can argue for lower penalty
o Timely pay tax, penalty and interest unless make other arrangements (e.g., installment 

agreement)
o IRS will audit returns filed through the program

•
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Pre-IRS Notification Disclosure 
Considerations 
• IRS’s Voluntary Disclosure Program 
• Benefits
− High likelihood of avoiding criminal prosecution
− Avoid accuracy-related penalties for other years

• Considerations
− IRS expects cooperation – failure can result in termination
− Requires comprehensive narrative and factual background
− Expect document requests, client interviews, and requests for statute 

extensions and bank secrecy waivers

• 45



Pre-IRS Notification Disclosure 
Considerations 

• IRS’s Voluntary Disclosure Program 
• Barriers to Entry
− Untimeliness: (i) IRS begun investigation or exam, or notified taxpayer of 

same; (ii) IRS received third-party info. regarding taxpayer non-compliance; 
(iii) IRS enforcement action generated information regarding taxpayer non-
compliance (e.g., summons)

− Illegal source income
− Potential exclusion if taxpayer, spouse or related entities under criminal 

investigation by other law enforcement agency

•
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Pre-IRS Notification Disclosure 
Considerations 

• IRS’s Voluntary Disclosure Program
• Advisor Considerations For Participation

• The program is designed for taxpayers that have engaged in willful conduct 
that could lead to criminal prosecution

• Taxpayer profile – nature and amount of income, public persona, number of 
years of non-filing, etc.

• Taxpayer reasons for non-filing
• Potential involvement of Kovel accountant
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Pre-IRS Notification Disclosure 
Considerations 

• File Amended Returns Through Normal Channels With IRS, i.e. quiet 
disclosure

• If IRS audits, then address penalty issues
• The advisor must be comfortable that criminal prosecution is not a material 

risk
• The advisor should have already explored bases for non-willfulness
• Quiet disclosure does not insulate taxpayer from criminal prosecution and the 

amended return is an admission

•
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Post-IRS Notification Disclosure 
Considerations 

• Largely defensive posture but look for offensive openings
• Conduct own investigation of facts/background
• Determine if possible to participate in IRS Voluntary Disclosure 

Program, e.g., contact for different tax year
• Be sure to involve an experienced Kovel accountant
• Beware of client’s Fifth Amendment right and communications

•
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Pre-IRS Notification Disclosure 
Considerations 

• File Amended Returns Through Normal Channels With IRS, i.e. quiet 
disclosure

• If IRS audits, then address penalty issues
• The advisor must be comfortable that criminal prosecution is not a material 

risk
• The advisor should have already explored bases for non-willfulness
• Quiet disclosure does not insulate taxpayer from criminal prosecution and the 

amended return is an admission

•
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Streamlined
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Reasons for 2014 Streamlined 
Procedures
• OVDP penalty structure disproportionate for certain taxpayers

• Taxpayers who disagreed with penalty structure were:
• Filing “quiet disclosures”
• Entering OVDP then opting out
• Remaining non-compliant

• 2012 Streamlined Procedures had narrow eligibility requirements

• 2014 Streamlined Procedures modifications greatly expanded eligibility
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Streamlined Procedures Eligibility

• U.S. individuals and estates only

• Failed to report foreign financial assets or pay all tax due in respect of those
assets

• Able to certify failures are related to non-willful conduct

• Not currently under IRS examination or criminal investigation

• Have a valid Taxpayer Identification Number
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Streamlined Filing Compliance 
Procedures Resident Procedures

• Complete and sign a Certification by U.S. Person Residing in the U.S.
certifying, under penalties of perjury:

− Eligible for the Streamlined Domestic Offshore Procedures
− That failure to report all income, pay all tax, and submit all required

information returns, including FBARs, resulted from non-willful conduct;
and

− The 5% misc. offshore penalty amount is accurate
− Use Form 14654
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Streamlined Filing Compliance Procedures 
Non-Resident Procedures
• For each of the most recent 3 years for which the U.S. tax return due date has passed,
− File amended tax returns
− File all required information returns (e.g., Forms 3520, 3520-A, 5471, 5472, 8938, 926,

and 8621)

• For each of the most recent 6 years for which the FBAR due date has passed,
file any delinquent FBARs

• Pay the full amount of tax and interest due when submitting the foregoing
delinquent or amended returns.

• No 5% Penalty

• Non-Willful Certification
56



Streamlined Filing Compliance Procedures 
Non-Resident Procedures (cont.)
• Complete and sign a Certification by U.S. Person Residing outside the U.S.

certifying, under penalties of perjury:

• Eligible for the Streamlined Foreign Offshore Procedures

• That failure to report all income, pay all tax, and submit all required 
information returns, including FBARs, resulted from non-willful conduct; and 

• That person was physically outside the US for at least 330 full days for one of
the Streamline years.

• Use Form 14653
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Streamlined Filing Compliance Procedures 
Non-Resident Defined

• U.S. Persons - In any one or more of the most recent three
years for which the U.S. tax return due date has passed, the
person did not have:

− A U.S. abode and
− The individual was physically outside the United States for at

least 330 full days

• Joint Return Filers - both spouses must meet the applicable
non-residency requirement
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Statement of Facts for 
Non-Willful Certifications
• Written statement signed under penalties of perjury

• Certifying non-willful conduct with respect to all foreign activities and
assets

• Provide reasons for the income and information reporting failures

• Specifically identify professional advisor and advice relied upon
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Explaining Non-Willful Conduct

• SFO FAQ #6 and SDO FAQ #13 provide guidance

• Provide specific reasons and background

• Include the whole story including favorable and unfavorable facts

• Explain the source of funds in all foreign financial accounts/assets

• Explain contacts with the account/asset including withdrawals, deposits,
and investment/management decisions
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Streamlined Main Considerations

• Is streamlined appropriate for the client?
• Should he be signing the certification?
• Willful facts, criminal exposure & penalty exposure 
• Is there some imminent threat?
• Turnover of information to the US
• Disgruntled Spouse or Business Associate 
• No Pre-clearance check?
• Appropriate communication re: risk?
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Streamlined Main 
Considerations (cont.)

• Delinquent v. Amended Returns

• Cannot do Streamline Domestic for Non-Filers

• Non-Willful Considerations
− Case law
− Willful blindness standard  
− Was failure to report due to “negligence, inadvertence, or mistake” or 

a “good faith misunderstanding” of law. 
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Best Practices/COVID-19
Considerations
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IRS Exams – COVID-19 Considerations

• Digital Signatures (even Forms 872)
• Acceptance of Digital Signatures that use encryption techniques to provide proof of 

original and unmodified documentation 
− tiff, jpg, jpeg, pdf, Microsoft Office suite, or Zip (pdf with e-fax).

• Taxpayer/Representative must include a statement
• The attached [name of document] includes [name of taxpayer]'s valid signature and the 

taxpayer intends to transmit the attached document to the IRS." 
• [Name of taxpayer] consents to sending/receiving [name of documents]   
• Varying levels of consent with Revenue Agents
• Revenue Agents and Appeals Officers permitted to receive and send documents via email 

in certain circumstances (eFax still preferred)
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IRS Exams – COVID-19 Considerations 
(cont.)

• Statute of Limitation Extensions, Form 872
• Timing of audit cycle given delays from COVID-19
• Considerations of NOL Carrybacks/Carryforwards
• Think not only of audit year, but potential loss carryovers
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When Problems are Likely to Occur 
in a Tax Practice

• Inappropriate reliance on:
• Information provided by the taxpayer
• Unreasonable factual assumptions 
− Did you act in good faith?

• Positions in returns prepared by others 
• Inability to control client expectations
• Objective view of the facts
• Overly aggressive clients
• Professional relationship compromised
• Failure to limit nature and scope of your representation . . . in writing
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Audit Best Practices / Problem Areas

• Lack of diligence in representation, pre and during the audit
• Failure to inquire re additional facts
• Failure to discover contrary legal authorities
• Failure to adequately prepare - review large, unusual or questionable items in the 

return, prior year returns
• Review potentially applicable IRS Audit Technique Guidelines (ATG)
• Failure to identify sensitive issues or “patterns” over multiple years
• Failure to cooperate with the examiner in a timely manner
• Audit need not be an adversarial process
• Maintain appearance of reasonableness throughout
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Audit Best Practices / Problem Areas 
(cont.)

• Lack competence to handle representation
• Conflicts of Interest
− Inadequate new client review procedures
− Knowing and intelligent conflict waiver?

• Failure to inquire re foreign asset reporting requirements  (FBAR, Form 8938, etc.)
− If in doubt, recommend filing ?
− April 15, with automatic six-month extension to October 15, for tax years beginning after 

12/31/2015
− Potential FBAR civil penalties of (i) $10,000 per year for non-willful violations, or (ii) Up 

to 50% of the aggregate account value, per year, for willful violations
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When Problems are Likely to Occur 
in a Tax Practice
• Inadequate return disclosures – Don’t be cute!
− Form 8275 / 8275-R, Rev Proc 2016-13 

• Remote relationship with client
− Meet in person (“make eye contact”) when asking important questions re return 

preparation or pre-examination
• Termination of client relationship
− Failure to return client records and documents
− Failure to terminate IRS authorization

• “Tax season” deadline - pressure to file return
− Rush to prepare returns - intention to amend later when additional information is 

available . . . but fail to amend return
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THANK
YOU

Thomas Giordano-Lascari, Partner
5900 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 500

Los Angeles, CA 90036
Office: (323) 648-4649  Fax: (310) 388-5537

tgiordano@karlinpeebles.com

Steven Toscher, Managing Principal
Michel Stein, Principal

9150 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Office: (310) 281-3248  Fax: (310) 859-5113
toscher@taxlitigator.com

stein@taxlitigator.com 
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